BEYOND COMPULSORY LICENSING: PFIZER SHARES ITS COVID-19 MEDICINES WITH THE PATENT POOL
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On March 15, 2022, the United States, European Union, India, and South Africa reached an agreement on the waiver of intellectual property rights (IP rights) for COVID-19 vaccines. The waiver agreement has rekindled the debate on the balance between IP rights protection and equitable access to medicines during a public health crisis. India, South Africa, and other developing countries maintain that a waiver was the only way to make vaccines affordable and accessible. Leading pharmaceutical companies argue that the waiver will stifle innovation and make lifesaving medicines less accessible.

Both sides have seemingly overlooked Pfizer’s voluntary agreement with the Medicines Patent Pool (MPP) to share the IP rights for Paxlovid, the company’s highly effective COVID-19 medicine. Based on a careful examination of Pfizer’s agreement, this Article argues that the MPP presents an effective alternative to the waiver approach and concludes that the Pfizer-MPP model has the potential to reach an equilibrium between access and innovation.
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INTRODUCTION

On March 15, 2022, the United States, European Union, India, and South Africa reached an agreement on the waiver of IP rights for COVID-19 vaccines. The waiver agreement has rekindled the debate on the balance between IP rights protection and equitable access to medicines during a public health crisis. India, South Africa, and other developing countries maintained that a waiver was the only way to make vaccines affordable and accessible. In contrast, leading pharmaceutical companies argued that waivers stifle innovation and make lifesaving medicines less accessible.

However, both sides seemingly have overlooked Pfizer’s voluntary agreement with the Medicines Patent Pool (MPP) to share the IP rights for its highly effective COVID-19 medicine—Paxlovid. This Article will carefully examine the Pfizer-MPP Agreement and analyze its impact on the compulsory licensing system.

Part I of this Article explores the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement and the compulsory licensing system. Part II examines the MPP structure, particularly

1. TRIPS COVID-19 solution (the outcome of the quadrilateral discussions at the end of last week, to be presented to WTO Members), FREETEXTHOSTING, https://freetext hosting.com/4d79c6c70.pdf?mkt_tok=ndkwLVIdi05OTkAAAGDS8CxT-gagggCgJhS5E-DWFlmB5dRpVgfa9gZpMKFk4TaLcxV1xdh9 uQDnqOdppVBWMOncM7HFWqP-QS5YzSwsPm4qfZQompP7K45G [https://perma.cc/TH2W-DXKY] (published initially by Ed Silverman, A compromise is reached on an intellectual property waiver for Covid-19 vaccines, but does it go far enough?, STAT (Mar. 15, 2022)).

Pfizer-MPP Agreement, and the pressure exerted by Pfizer’s activist shareholders. After comparing the compulsory licensing and voluntary licensing in Part III, the Article argues that the MPP presents an efficient alternative to the waiver approach and that the Pfizer-MPP model has the potential to reach an equilibrium between access and innovation without coercive means.

The Article warns, however, that voluntary licensing through the MPP alone cannot meet the demand for COVID-19 vaccines and treatments in low- and middle-income countries. The threat of compulsory licensing makes rights-holders more likely to share their cutting-edge technologies with the MPP on a not-for-profit basis. In addition, pressure from activist shareholders may also play a role in persuading rights-holders to take a more active role in promoting global health. Only the combined forces of TRIPS, MPP, and socially responsible pharmaceutical companies will provide the global community with a solution to widespread health problems while also preserving the delicate balance between innovation and equitable access.

I. THE WAIVER AND COMPULSORY LICENSING

A. The Waiver Requests

On October 2, 2020, India and South Africa petitioned the TRIPS Council of the World Trade Organization (WTO) to waive certain provisions of the TRIPS Agreement. The two countries stressed that IP rights should not become barriers for developing countries to have access to vaccines and other medical products urgently needed for combating the COVID-19 pandemic. Shortages of these products would not only cause more illnesses and deaths but also threaten to prolong the pandemic. Thus, the countries argued it is imperative that developing countries have prompt, adequate, and affordable access to these medical products. Specifically, the two countries pointed out that the compulsory licensing mechanism in Article 31bis of the TRIPS Agreement was cumbersome for the developing countries to

4. Id. at para. 3.
5. Id. at para. 6.
6. Id. at para. 7.
Therefore, they requested that the WTO waive their obligations to enforce the TRIPS Agreement, (Part II, Section 1 Copyright and Related Rights, Section 4 Industrial Designs, Section 5 Patents, and Section 7 Protection of Undisclosed Information). On May 25, 2021, India and South Africa coordinated with other developing countries and submitted a revised proposal, that widened the coverage of the waiver to include Part III Enforcement of IP rights. In addition, the revised version demanded a three-year waiver.

The waiver requests were met with mixed responses. On May 5, 2021, United States Trade Representative, Katherine Tai, released a statement supporting the request for waiving the IP rights for COVID-19 vaccines. The World Health Organization (WHO) Director-General hailed the United States’ change of stance on IP waivers as a “monumental moment in the fight against COVID-19.” After the outgoing German Chancellor Angela Merkel opposed the waiver request, more than 140 former heads of state and Nobel laureates issued an open letter urging candidates for Chancellor to support the proposal. On March 28, 2022, German Chancellor Olaf Scholz expressed objections to the proposal because he believed that patent pro-

8. WTO Waiver Proposal, supra note 3, at para. 12. See also, Section D of the TRIPS Agreement, supra note 7, for the obligations that the TRIPS Agreement imposes on member countries.
tection was essential for pharmaceutical companies to pursue new research.\footnote{Zuzanna Szymanska & Jane Merriman, Germany speaks out against COVID-19 vaccine patent waiver, \textit{Reuters} (Mar. 28, 2022, 1:25 PM), https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/germany-speaks-out-against-covid-19-vaccine-patent-waiver-2022-03-28/ [https://perma.cc/2ZQX-CSGS].} To make COVID-19 vaccines more accessible, the Chancellor suggested moving vaccine manufacturing facilities to underdeveloped countries, rather than waiving IP rights.\footnote{Id.} Pfizer CEO Dr. Albert Bourla issued an open letter against the waiver proposal, reasoning that the waiver would “disincentivize anyone else from taking a big risk.”\footnote{Id.} He said the waiver would “unleash a scramble for the critical inputs” needed for making safe and effective vaccines. He also cautioned that entities with little or no experience in manufacturing vaccines could put vaccine safety and security at risk.\footnote{Id.}

Under the WTO Agreement, the WTO generally makes decisions on a consensus basis. If no consensus is reached, the Ministerial Conference or General Council makes the decision by a majority vote unless otherwise provided in the Agreement.\footnote{Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, art. IX, ¶ 1, Apr. 15, 1994, 1867 U.N.T.S. 154 [hereinafter Marrakesh Agreement].} The Ministerial Conference has the right to waive certain obligations imposed by the WTO Agreement or the Multilateral Trade Agreements in exceptional circumstances.\footnote{Marrakesh Agreement art. IX, ¶ 3.} To waive obligations of the TRIPS Agreement, one of the Multilateral Trade Agreements annexed to the WTO Agreement specified that three-fourths of the members must vote in favor of the waiver request in the absence of consensus.\footnote{Id. See also, \textsc{Antony Taubman, Hannu Wager, \\& Jayashree Watal}, \textsc{A Handbook on the WTO TRIPS Agreement} (2nd ed.), 30 (2020) (“Paragraph 3 and 4 of Article IX of the WTO Agreement provide the Ministerial Conference/General Council with authority to waive an obligation imposed on a member by the WTO Agreement or any of the Multilateral Trade Agreements, including TRIPS Agreement.”).} A member seeking a waiver from obligations imposed by the TRIPS Agreement must submit its request to the Council for TRIPS, which makes a decision within ninety days of receiving the request.\footnote{Marrakesh Agreement art. IX, ¶ 3.} At the end of the deliberation period, the Council for TRIPS submits a report to the Ministerial
Conference. If the Ministerial Conference grants the waiver request, it must explain the exceptional circumstances that justify the decision, the terms and conditions of the waiver, and the duration of the waiver. If the duration of the granted waiver exceeds one year, the Ministerial Conference must conduct an annual review until the waiver terminates. In the review, the Ministerial Conference ensures that the necessity for the waiver still exists and the terms and conditions attached to the waiver are satisfied. Based on the review, the Ministerial Conference makes a decision as to whether it will “extend, modify or terminate the waiver.”

B. IP Rights under GATT

In 1947, twenty-three nations signed the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), which laid out the basic framework for the international trade in the post-World War II era. The objectives of GATT were to raise living standards, ensure full employment, and develop “the full use of the resources of the world and expand[,] the production and exchange of goods.” To achieve these objectives, GATT called for “substantial reduction of tariffs and other barriers to trade [and] elimination of discriminatory treatment in international commerce.” While GATT’s primary goal was to break down trade barriers, it also allowed contracting parties to impose restrictions on trade under certain circumstances. For example, GATT Art. XX(b) allows contracting parties to take necessary restrictive measures “to protect human, animal or plant life or health,” on the condition that such measures are not arbitrary or discriminatory and do not constitute a disguised restriction on international trade. In addition, GATT Art. XX(d) permits contracting parties to take necessary measures to protect “patents, trademarks and copyrights, and the prevention of decep-

23. Id.
24. Id. at art. IX, ¶ 4.
25. Id.
26. Id.
27. Id.
30. GATT pmbl.
31. Id.
32. Id. at art. XX.
tive practices” if these measures are “not inconsistent with the provisions of this Agreement.”

The Agreement did not, however, offer clear guidance for resolving conflicts between the protection of health in XX(b) and the protection of IP rights in XX(d).

During the early GATT multilateral trade negotiation rounds, contracting parties did not address the potential tension between IP rights and public health. As a result, there were no minimum standards for IP protection at the international level. In addition, the trade volume of patented pharmaceutical products was substantially lower in the first four decades of GATT compared with the period after 1990.

With services and knowledge-based products making up a greater share of global trade, counterfeit goods became a major source of friction between developed countries and developing countries. It is estimated that the U.S. industry lost between $43 billion and $61 billion, accounting for one percent of its GDP in 1986 due to lack of intellectual property protection in multilateral trade.

To confront this problem, the United States increasingly relied on Section 301 of the U.S. Trade Act of 1974. In 1988, the U.S. Congress passed the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act, which is known for “Special 301.” The purpose of Special 301 was to “use credible threat of unilateral retaliation by the United States to ‘persuade’ trading partners to reform currently deficient intellectual property practices.”

---

33. Id.
40. Bello & Holmer, supra note 39, at 259.
the Act, President Reagan claimed that Special 301 would “strengthen the ability of U.S. firms to protect their patented, copyrighted, or trademarked goods and ideas from international thievery.”

Under Special 301, the U.S. Trade Representative (the “USTR”) issues an annual report identifying priority foreign countries that “deny adequate and effective protection of IP rights” or “deny fair and equitable market access” to American companies. In deciding its priority list, the USTR consults other government offices and considers the information submitted by interested persons as well as from representatives of relevant domestic industries. The factors that the USTR considers include the foreign countries’ egregious conduct, the adverse impact on the American products, and the failures to engage in good faith negotiations with the U.S. government. Within ninety days of releasing the list of priority countries, the USTR puts forward an action plan, which prescribes benchmarks for the identified country. If the country fails to meet the benchmarks within one year, the president may take appropriate actions against the country.

41. Id. at 261 (emphasis added).
43. § 2242(a)(1)(B).
44. § 2242(b)(2)(A) and (B).
45. § 2242(b)(2)(B).
46. § 2242(f)(2)(A).
47. § 2242(b)(1)(A)–(C).
C. The Imbalanced Bargain

At the international level, the United States worked closely with the European Community (EC) and took retaliatory actions against foreign countries for violation of IP rights. At the end of the Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations (1973–1979), the United States and the EC proposed an Agreement on Measures to Discourage the Importation of Counterfeit Goods. Even though the agreement did not come to pass for lack of consensus, the efforts advocating the protection of IP rights gained momentum.

In preparation for the Uruguay Round Negotiation (1986–1994), twelve U.S.-based multilateral corporations, including Pfizer, Merck, and Johnson & Johnson, formed the Intellectual Property Committee (IPC). The IPC served as a platform through which the American leading industries collaborated with their counterparts in Europe and Japan to promote IP rights protection across the world. Based on developed countries’ intellectual property laws, the IPC proposed a detailed set of rules directly to the GATT, which became a blueprint of the TRIPS Agreement.

India and other developing countries maintained that IP issues should fall under the auspices of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). WIPO administers two major international con-


50. A. D. Demiray, Intellectual Property and the External Power of the European Community: The New Extension, 16 Mich. J. Int’l. L. 187, 190 (1994), https://repository.law.umich.edu/mjl/vol16/iss1/3 (“the EC also has begun to retaliate against nations that do not protect Community producers’ intellectual property and has required recognition as well as acceptance of intellectual property standards in its trade treaties.”).


52. Agreement on Measures to Discourage the Importation of Counterfeit Goods, GATT Doc. L/4817 (July 31, 1979), https://docs.wto.org/gattdocs/qp/G/14991/4817.PDF.


54. Sell, supra note 37, at 107.

55. Id. at 96.

56. Id.

57. Id.

ventions: the Paris Convention of 1883; which covers patents, trademarks, and other industrial rights; and the Berne Convention of 1886, which governs the protection of literary and artistic works. The developed countries opposed India’s proposition and insisted that the new international intellectual property framework be established with the GATT system because the two international conventions lacked enforcement mechanisms.

In the negotiation process, the committee labeled developed countries’ proposals as the “A Approach” and those tabled by the developing countries as the “B Approach.”

In broad terms Approach A envisages a single TRIPS Agreement, encompassing all the areas of negotiation and dealing with all seven categories of intellectual property. Approach B provides for two parts, one on trade in counterfeit and pirated goods and the other on standards and principles concerning availability, scope, and use of intellectual property rights.

September 12, 1989, India declared that it had accepted the principle of policing TRIPS within the framework of the Uruguay Round multilateral trade negotiations. Until then, India had systematically refused to accept that the GATT had this responsibility rather than the WIPO.” Michael L. Doane, TRIPS and International Intellectual Property Protection in an Age of Advancing Technology, 9 Am. U. Int’l L. & Pol’y 465,473(1994). See also, Daniel Gervais, The TRIPS Agreement: Drafting History and Analysis (2nd ed.) 16 (2003). During the negotiation, Chile supported India’s proposition: “With regard to Part II of the draft of the TRIPS Agreement, on standards relating to the protection of intellectual property, it is Chile’s intention that it should in no case be incorporated in the structure of the GATT, but rather that, if it is adopted, it shall be the subject of an agreement to be administered by WIPO or another organization other than GATT.”


64. Id. at 25 (citing Multilateral Trade Negotiations the Uruguay Round, Status of Work in the Negotiation Group, GATT Doc. No. MTN.GNG/NG11/W76, at 1 (July 23, 1990), https://docs.wto.org/gattdocs/q/UR/GNGNG11/W76.PDF).
The United States and other developed countries took a multifaceted approach to pressure developing countries into signing the TRIPS Agreement. The United States continued to take unilateral retaliatory actions by invoking Special 301 investigations against countries that did not respect IP rights. While the developed countries did not indicate they would drop unilateral actions completely in the future, they did promise to create a dispute resolution mechanism within the TRIPS Agreement. The developing countries, especially those facing constant threats of unilateral actions, found it appealing to have future disputes resolved through a multilateral framework. In addition, the developed countries promoted the notion that countries with robust IP protection systems would win foreign direct investments, talents, and technology transfers from the West. Furthermore, the developed countries promised to open their markets to the textile and agricultural products from the developing countries.

Since the formation of GATT, the developing countries long sought access to the textile and agricultural markets in the United States and other developed countries, but to no avail. In exchange for market access to the agriculture and textile products, the developing countries reluctantly agreed to grant IP protection for goods and services imported from the developed countries. To further ensure that the developing countries would respect IP rights, the United States and other developed countries transformed GATT into the WTO. By annexing the TRIPS Agreement with the WTO Agreement, the United States and others made signing TRIPS a prerequisite to joining the new international trade regime. In other words, by joining the WTO, the developing countries automatically would accept the TRIPS Agreement, which set the minimum standard for IP protection.

69. Id. at 12–13 (“The shift from the GATT to the WTO at the conclusion of the Uruguay Round was a “single undertaking”—that is, states that wish to become mem-
would lose access to the global market if they failed to join the WTO.\textsuperscript{70}

Scholars criticized the United States and others for coercing developing countries to pay for IP rights of developed countries’ goods and services in exchange for market access to agricultural and textile markets in the West.\textsuperscript{71} Jagdish Bhagwati lamented that the TRIPS Agreement essentially turned the WTO into a “royalty collection agency.”\textsuperscript{72} Peter Yu called TRIPS a “coercive” and “imperialistic” agreement, which did not reflect “the goals and interests of less developed countries.”\textsuperscript{73} Because of the power imbalance in the negotiation process, Donald Harris called it a “treaty of adhesion” and urged the WTO judicial body to interpret the ambiguous terms of the agreement in favor of developing countries.\textsuperscript{74}

\textbf{D. The TRIPS Agreement}

The preamble of the TRIPS Agreement captures the consensus reached by members during the negotiation: IP rights are private rights that warrant legal protection. The lack of such protection will lead to distortions and impediments to international trade; however, excessive protection may also hinder trade.\textsuperscript{75} Thus, the purpose of the TRIPS Agreement is to establish proper rules and disciplines to protect IP rights by following the core principles of GATT 1994—national treat-

\textsuperscript{70} Id.


\textsuperscript{73} Yu, supra note 66 at 373.


\textsuperscript{75} TRIPS Agreement, supra note 7, at pmb1.
ment, most-favored nation, and transparency. The Agreement provides standards and basic principles for IP rights protection and “effective and appropriate means for enforcement” of these rights, while “taking into account differences in national legal systems.” In addition, it provides “effective and expeditious procedures for the multilateral prevention and settlement of disputes between governments.” The Agreement also emphasizes the importance of resolving disputes on intellectual protection through multilateral procedures. As international intellectual property scholar Daniel Gervais observed, one of the most important objectives of some participants during the negotiation was to “make it illegal to use unilateral measures in the field of intellectual property.” During the negotiation, many developing countries became receptive to a multilateral approach for resolving intellectual property disputes because they faced constant threats posed by the Special 301 actions under the United States Trade Act and similar actions from the EC. In fact, it was a strategic move for the United States to pressure developing countries to sign the TRIPS Agreement.

The TRIPS Agreement also lays ground rules concerning its relationship with the existing international conventions on IP rights. Rather than replacing the WIPO, the TRIPS Agreement establishes a mutually supportive relationship between the WTO and the WIPO.

i. The Balance Between Creation and Access

During the drafting process, the negotiators realized that while failing to protect IP rights could cause distortions and impediments to international trade, overly protective measures could also become barriers to legitimate trade. It was important to strike a balance between IP rights protection and access to medicine in low- and middle-income

76. Id.
77. Id.
78. Id.
80. See Sean Flynn, Special 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 and Global Access to Medicine, 7 J. OF GENERIC ACCESS TO MEDS. 309, 311 (2010); Ganesan, supra note 79, at 219 (“Retaliatory action against Indian garment and other exports to the United States was looming large over India like a Damocles’ sword, especially in the last few years of the Uruguay Round.”)
81. TRIPS Agreement, supra note 7.
82. Id.
countries. Thus, the developing countries should be able to exclude “certain products and processes from patentability on grounds of public interest, health or nutrition.” Taking advantage of the growing support from negotiators, delegates from developing countries submitted the drafts of Article 7 and Article 8. The two articles reflected the desire of developing countries to maintain certain exceptions to the obligations demanded by the developed countries. As a result of the compromise, the negotiators agreed to incorporate the two articles in the main text of the TRIPS Agreement:

Article 7 (Objectives)
The protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights should contribute to the promotion of technological innovation and to the transfer and dissemination of technology, to the mutual advantage of producers and users of technological knowledge and in a manner conducive to social and economic welfare, and to a balance of rights and obligations.

Article 8 (Principles)
1. Members may, in formulating or amending their laws and regulations, adopt measures necessary to protect public health and nutrition, and to promote the public interest in sectors of vital importance to their socio-economic and technological development, provided that such measures are consistent with the provisions of this Agreement.

The incorporation of the two articles was a rare victory for the developing countries. However, the use of “should” in Article 7 and “may” in Article 8 generated heated debates about the applicability of the two articles. Some argued that the use of the precatory words rendered

84. Id.
85. TRIPS Agreement, supra note 7, at arts. 7, 8 (emphasis added); see also id. (“Appropriate measures, provided that they are consistent with the provisions of this Agreement, may be needed to prevent the abuse of intellectual property rights by right holders or the resort to practices which unreasonably restrain trade or adversely affect the international transfer of technology.”).
the two articles only symbolic provisions carrying less weight than the rest of the text with “shall.” Others dismissed the importance of the distinction. In the communication with the TRIPS Council, the European Union stated, “Although Articles 7 and 8 were not drafted as general exception clauses, they are important for interpreting other provisions of the Agreement, including where measures are taken by members to meet health objectives.” Gervais observed that the Appellate Body of the WTO cited Article 7 in various contexts to add “‘color, texture and shading’ to the interpretation of the agreements annexed to the WTO Agreement.” In the Canada-Pharmaceutical Patents case, the European Community alleged that the Canada Patent Act did not protect pharmaceutical patents for the entire duration of the term required by the TRIPS Agreement. On the issue of whether Article 30 should be liberally interpreted, the Panel stated: “Both the goals and the limitations stated in Articles 7 and 8.1 must obviously be borne in mind when doing so as well as those of other provisions of the TRIPS Agreement which indicate its object and purposes.”

While Article 7 may justify flexibility based on public health and other concerns, Article 8 ensures a flexible measure is commensurate with the public interests threatened by the crisis. In the cases of Korea-Beef and US-Gambling, the Panel created a necessity test based on Article 8. Gervais summarized the elements of the test as follows:

1) The relative importance of the protected public interest(s) pursued by such inconsistent measure.
2) The contested measure’s contribution to the achievement of objective pursued.

87. CARLOS M. CORREA, TRADE RELATED ASPECTS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS: A COMMENTARY ON THE TRIPS AGREEMENT 93 (Oxford Univ. Press, 2007).
88. Id.
92. Id. at para. 3.1.
93. Id. at para. 7.26.
3) The trade restrictiveness of the measure.
4) A determination of whether, in the light of importance of the interests at issue, a less trade restrictive is “reasonably available.”

Based on the test, whether an exception to the TRIPS obligations is justified depends on the gravity of the harm posed to public health or other public interests. The greater the public interests are, the better chance that the contested restrictive measure is justified, even if the implementation of the measure could create barriers to trade. If the first prong is in favor of the applicant, the next step is to ensure that the restricted measure is rationally related to the task to be accomplished. To ensure that the measure is rationally related, the applicant needs to show that no reasonable alternatives are available. In other words, the proposed measure must be less costly not only than the potential harm threatened but also than any other available means. Article 7 and Article 8 have set the stage for the establishment of the compulsory licensing system under Article 31 and Article 31bis of the TRIPS Agreement.

ii. Article 31 Compulsory Licensing

The idea of compulsory licensing is not new. Article 5A(2) of the Paris Convention of 1883 provides: “Each country of the Union shall have the right to take legislative measures providing for the grant of compulsory licenses to prevent the abuses which might result from the exercise of the exclusive rights conferred by the patent, for example, failure to work.” Article 31 of TRIPS Agreement is often known as the Compulsory Licensing Clause, even though it is entitled as “Other Use Without Authorization of the Right-holder.” By exercising the right of compulsory licensing, the government or its contractor can use a patent without the authorization from the right-holder under certain circumstances. Article 31 requires that the proposed user make reasonable efforts to seek authorization from the right-holder on reasonable commercial terms. If these efforts have not

96. Gervais, supra note 53, at 252.
97. Id.
99. Johanna Kehl, Trips Article 31(b) and the HIV/AIDS Epidemic, 10 J. INT’L PROP. PROP. L. 143, 143 (2002), https://digitalcommons.law.uga.edu/jipl/vol10/iss1/6. “TRIPS Article 31 covers compulsory licenses which, when used, remove a WTO Member from its general obligation to recognize exclusive patent rights before a patent period has expired.”
100. Taubman, Wager & Watal, supra note 35, at 121.
101. TRIPS Agreement, supra note 7, at art. 31.
102. Id. at art. 31(b).
been successful within a reasonable period of time, the government can invoke the right of compulsory licensing.\textsuperscript{103} In the case of a national emergency or other circumstances of extreme urgency, however, the government or its contractor is not obligated to make efforts to seek authorization from the right-holder before it uses the patent.\textsuperscript{104} In doing so, the government must notify the right-holder promptly.\textsuperscript{105} The government is free to determine what constitutes a national emergency.\textsuperscript{106} To prevent the government from making an arbitrary decision, the right-holder has the right to challenge the decision that unjustifiably declared an emergency for the purpose of granting a compulsory license.\textsuperscript{107} In the case of public non-commercial use, the government is required to inform the right-holder promptly when it has reasonable grounds to know the owner of the patent.\textsuperscript{108} The government, however, is not obligated to conduct a patent search to ascertain what it has condemned is indeed a patent that belongs to the right-holder.\textsuperscript{109} Under Article 31, licenses acquired through government compulsion are non-exclusive and non-assignable.\textsuperscript{110} As a result, the grant to a compulsory license does not prevent the patent owner from continuing to use the patent. Such requirements also prevent governments from misusing the patent.\textsuperscript{111} To protect the right-holder’s interests, compulsory licenses are limited both in scope and duration. The government must limit the scope of a compulsory license to serve the purpose for which it is granted. In addition, the government must terminate the compulsory license when the purpose for which it is granted is no longer justifiable for the license, for example, the national emergency or urgency passes and is unlikely to recur.\textsuperscript{112} Furthermore, Article 31(g) requires the competent authority under domestic law to heed the right-holder’s

\begin{footnotes}
\item[103] \textit{Id}.
\item[104] \textit{Id}.
\item[105] \textit{Id}.
\item[106] Gervais, \textit{supra} note 53, at 251.
\item[108] TRIPS Agreement, \textit{supra} note 7.
\item[109] \textit{Id}.
\item[110] \textit{Id} at art. 31(d), (e).
\item[112] TRIPS Agreement, \textit{supra} note 7, at art. 31(g).
\end{footnotes}
concerns\textsuperscript{113} and review whether the continued existence of the circumstances still warrants a compulsory measure.\textsuperscript{114}

The government is required to pay adequate remuneration to the right-holder based on the “economic value of the authorization.”\textsuperscript{115} Unfortunately, Article 31 does not provide detailed guidance for how the evaluation should be calculated. Professor Gervais laid out two ways to determine the value of the condemned patent. First, the value should be the normal costs to patent holders if such data are available. If there is no record for the normal costs to the patent holder, the value should be based on “the practices in relevant [neighbor] territories and world market.” Second, the value for the remuneration could also be based on “the revenues that may have been generated for the user by the compulsory license.”\textsuperscript{116} This proposal is difficult to implement because there is no way to calculate possible revenue. If the government grants a compulsory license for the purpose of correcting anti-competitive practices, the remuneration could be reduced.\textsuperscript{117}

More importantly, a WTO member country must first incorporate the TRIPS Agreement in its domestic legal systems before authorizing a compulsory license.\textsuperscript{118} A mere recognition of the legal effect of the flexibilities set forth in Article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement is not sufficient for the government to safeguard the right-holder’s legitimate interests in its decision process to grant a compulsory license.\textsuperscript{119} Thus, Article 31(i) specifically requires a member country to provide the right-holder with the legal rights to seek a judicial review of the government’s decision by a distinct higher authority.\textsuperscript{120}

Article 31(f) provides that the use of a compulsory license is “authorized predominantly for the supply of the domestic market of the Member authorizing such use.”\textsuperscript{121} The purpose of the provision is to prevent diversion of the products produced under compulsory licens-

\textsuperscript{113} Gervais, \textit{supra} note 53, at 251.
\textsuperscript{114} TRIPS Agreement, \textit{supra} note 7.
\textsuperscript{115} Gervais, \textit{supra} note 53, at 252.
\textsuperscript{116} \textit{Id.} at 252.
\textsuperscript{117} \textit{Id.} at 252.
\textsuperscript{118} \textit{Taubman, Wager \& Watal, supra} note 35, at 199.
\textsuperscript{119} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{120} Article 31(i) appears to presume that every government operates within the confines of a domestic legal system and the supremacy of the law is unquestionably respected. Such a presumption is largely misplaced because it ignores that fact that many of the low-income countries do not have an independent judiciary. For further discussion about judicial independence, see generally, Omar E. García-Bolívar, \textit{Lack of Judicial Independence and Its Impact on Transnational and International Litigation}, 18 L. \& BUS. REV. AM. 29 (2012); Philip C. Aka, \textit{Judicial Independence Under Nigeria’s Fourth Republic: Problems and Prospects}, 45 \textit{CAL. W. INT’L L.J.} 1 (2014).
\textsuperscript{121} TRIPS Agreement, \textit{supra} note 7, at art. 31(f).
ing to other countries. This well-intended provision creates “a serious disadvantage” for countries that have insufficient or no capacity to manufacture medicines domestically and must rely on imports.

iii. The Doha Declaration

At the Doha Ministerial Conference in 2001, the delegates recognized the grave public health issues resulting from HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria, and other epidemics in the developing and least developed countries. While protecting IP rights was important for developing new medicines, it could also increase prices, making medicines less accessible. The delegates pledged that the TRIPS Agreement should not prevent members from taking actions to combat public health crises. Thus, the Doha Declaration called for the TRIPS Agreement to be interpreted “in a manner supportive of WTO members’ right to protect public health, in particular, to promote access to medicine for all.” Specifically, the Declaration urged members to apply the customary rules of interpretation of public international law and read the provisions of the TRIPS Agreement in light of Article 7 (Objectives) and Article 8 (Principles). As a result, members were encouraged to take a balanced approach when faced with a conflict between IP rights protection and public health. One concrete measure that a member can take is to issue compulsory licenses. The member then has “freedom to determine the grounds upon which such licenses are granted.” Each member should have the authority to “determine what constitutes a national emergency or
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other circumstances of extreme urgency” that justifies issuing a compulsory license.\textsuperscript{130}

In paragraph 6, the Declaration directly addressed the complaints from the developing countries who could not take advantage of compulsory licenses due to the lack of manufacturing capacity to produce the needed medicines. Under TRIPS Agreement Art. 31, these countries could not import from countries that produced the medicines under a compulsory license. The Declaration instructed the Council for TRIPS to “find an expeditious solution to this problem and report to the General Council before the end of 2002.”\textsuperscript{131} Paragraph 6 was the most consequential part of the Declaration because it led to the first amendment to the TRIPS Agreement.

\textit{iv. Article 31bis}

In response to the Doha Declaration, the Council for TRIPS granted temporary waivers from the obligations imposed by Article 31(f) and (h) of the TRIPS Agreement regarding pharmaceutical products in 2003.\textsuperscript{132} Two years later, the General Council formally amended the TRIPS Agreement by adding Article 31bis to the text, which made the temporary waivers permanent.\textsuperscript{133}

The scope of Article 31bis is narrowly tailored. It only covers patented products, products manufactured through a patented process, and active ingredients of pharmaceutical products for addressing the public health problems including HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria, and other epidemics.\textsuperscript{134} However, Article 31bis does not address the administrative costs for countries that apply for the waivers.\textsuperscript{135}
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The least developed countries, as designated by the UN, are automatically deemed as countries without manufacturing capacity. Any other country can also become an eligible importing country on the condition that it either establishes that it has no manufacturing capacity, or that it has insufficient capacity to meet its needs. An importing country must notify the TRIPS Council of its intention to use the compulsory licensing system as an importer. The notification, however, does not mean that the country needs to seek WTO’s approval. An importing country can use the compulsory licensing system “in whole or in a limited way.” For example, countries may choose to use the system only in the case of national emergency or extreme urgency. The United States and other developed countries have indicated that they will not use the system as importing countries.

To prevent products under compulsory license from spilling over to unauthorized markets, Article 31bis lays out detailed requirements for both exporting and importing countries. First, the exporting country can only produce the amount necessary to meet the needs of eligible importing countries. It must ensure that all the products go to the importing countries, who have notified their needs to the TRIPS Council. To distinguish from other products, the exporter is required to identify the products with specific labeling or marking, special packaging, and coloring schemes to the extent not to exert a significant impact on price. In addition, the exporter must post on its own website or on WTO’s website the quantities being supplied to each destination and the distinct features of the products.

The exporting country must notify the TRIPS Council of the grant of license, name and address of the licensee, the products for
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which the license has been granted, the quantities, importing countries, and the duration of the license.\textsuperscript{146} In addition, importing countries must take reasonable measures to prevent re-exportation of the products imported to their territories.\textsuperscript{147} If an importing country is incapable of implementing those measures, it may request necessary assistance from developed countries to meet the statutory requirements based on mutually agreed terms and conditions.\textsuperscript{148}

All member countries must have legal means to prevent importation of the products produced under compulsory licensing from entering their territories. If a country is unable to implement the preventative measures, it may request a review from the TRIPS Council.\textsuperscript{149} If a country intends to become an exporting country, it must notify the Council of “the grant of the license, including the condition attached to it.”\textsuperscript{150} In the notification, the exporting country must provide the information.

The exporting country that grants a compulsory license is obligated to pay adequate remuneration based on the economic value to the importing country.\textsuperscript{151} Once the exporting country has made the payment to adequately compensate the right-holder, the importing country is relieved of the obligation to pay the right-holder again.\textsuperscript{152}

The TRIPS Council also plays an important role in maintaining the compulsory licensing system’s credibility and efficacy. The TRIPS Council is required to review the system and issue an annual report about its findings.\textsuperscript{153} The TRIPS Council reports to the General Council annually on its operation.\textsuperscript{154} According to the latest report, Bolivia, Antigua, and Barbuda notified the TRIPS Council of their respective intentions to use the compulsory licensing system as for the importation of COVID-19 vaccines.\textsuperscript{155} While Bolivia reached out to Biolyse, a Canadian pharmaceutical manufacturer, for producing the vaccines under the compulsory system, there is no indication that the Canadian
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government would grant a compulsory license. The Council Report shows that it has received no notifications by exporting countries.

v. The Rwanda-Canada Case

In 2004, Doctors Without Borders/Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) requested Canadian pharmaceutical company, Apotex, produce “a fixed-dose combination of the three HIV/AIDS drugs zidovudine, lamivudine, nevirapine, later to be known as TriAvir.” Before making the request, MSF could not find a country that was willing to identify itself as a recipient for the drugs under compulsory licensing. The reason was that Thailand and Brazil had been threatened by pharmaceutical companies and developed countries for making such requests. However, under the Canadian Patent Act, Apotex could not receive a compulsory license without identifying a user. It was not until May 2007 that Rwanda expressed willingness to receive the drugs obtained through compulsory licensing in Canada. On September 19, 2007, the Canadian government finally issued a compulsory license to Apotex after it made efforts to negotiate with patent holders. Canada notified the Council for TRIPS of its decision on compulsory license for a two-year period on October 4, 2007. Rwanda received the drug at US$ 0.195 per tablet.
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THE MEDICINES PATENT POOL (MPP)

In 2006, Brazil, Chile, France, Norway, and the United Kingdom created Unitaid, an international drug purchasing facility financed by a levy on air tickets.\(^{163}\) In 2010, Unitaid created the Medicines Patent Pool (MPP),\(^{164}\) an independent, non-profit foundation registered under the law of Switzerland, with a principal place of business in Geneva, Switzerland.\(^{165}\) MPP’s mission is to improve the health of people in low- and middle-income countries by increasing “access to quality, safe, efficacious, more appropriate and more affordable health products, including through a voluntary patent pool mechanism.”\(^{166}\) MPP’s initial focus is to provide “antiretroviral pharmaceutical products, pediatric antiretroviral products and new fixed dose combinations.”\(^{167}\) On March 31, 2020, MPP’s Board expanded its coverage to include “any health technology that could contribute to the global response to COVID-19 and where licensing could facilitate innovation and accelerate access.”\(^{168}\) To achieve its objective, MPP pursues various activities including:

a. Negotiating terms and conditions of license agreements;

b. Entering into license agreements with patent holders;

c. Enforcing the terms and conditions of the license agreements;

d. Assisting in dispute resolution procedures;

e. Ensuring products produced by licensees through MPP obtain approval from regulatory authorities;

f. Ensuring the traceability of the licensed products and preventing the products from being diverted to unauthorized markets;


\(^{166}\) Id. at art. 3.

\(^{167}\) Id.

g. Collaborating with stakeholders to advocate for MPP activities.¹⁶⁹

On September 30, 2010, the U.S. National Institute of Health (NIH) became the first patent-holder to share its intellectual property on HIV/AIDS medicines with MPP.¹⁷⁰ Experts hailed the NIH’s generous offer to the MPP as a critical step towards achieving equitable access to lifesaving medicines. NIH Director Francis S. Collins stated that “the license underlines the U.S. government’s commitment to the Medicines Patent Pool and its goal to increase the availability of HIV medicines in developing countries.”¹⁷¹ However, the NIH’s offer to share multiple patents covering medicines for HIV/AIDS did not make the drugs instantly available for developing countries because other joint holders refused to share their patents.¹⁷² Tido von Schoen-Angerer of Médecins sans Frontier pointed out that the NIH’s offer to license its patents “isn’t enough; it allows a cheaper version of the medicine to be produced. We need to build on this—the onus is on the drug companies that own patents on this and other key AIDS medicines to put their patents in the Pool.”¹⁷³

On July 12, 2011, Gilead Sciences entered into an agreement with the MPP to share its patents on several key HIV/AIDS medicines.¹⁷⁴ Unlike the agreement with the NIH, which still needed joint holders to step up, this agreement with Gilead directly authorized the production of several critical HIV medicines. Ellen ‘t Hoen, executive director of the MPP, characterized the agreement as a milestone because it would make the lifesaving medicines available at lower costs to developing countries without delay.¹⁷⁵ Currently, sixteen patent holders have signed agreements with MPP, covering agreements

¹⁶⁹. MPP Statute, supra note 165, at art. 4(a)–(g).
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for “13 HIV antiretrovirals, one HIV technology platform, three hepatitis C direct-acting antivirals, a tuberculosis treatment, four long-acting technologies, two experimental oral antiviral treatments for COVID-19 and 12 COVID-19 technologies.” 176 Through the licensing agreements with the pharmaceutical companies, MPP has brought out tremendous positive social and economic impact, especially to the developing countries. “[T]he direct savings generated by the MPP are estimated to be USD 2.3 billion (net present value) by 2028, representing an estimated cost-benefit ratio of 1:43, which means for every USD 1 spent on MPP, the global public health community saves USD 43.” 177

On March 3, 2022, the NIH announced that it would share several technologies with the WHO’s COVID-19 Technology Access Pool (C-TAP) and sublicensed to the MPP. 178 WHO Director-General Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus was grateful to the NIH for its timely commitment to the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic. He commented, “[v]oluntary sharing of technologies through non-exclusive agreements will not only help us put the pandemic behind us; it will also empower low- and middle-income countries to produce their own medical products and achieve equitable access.” 179

A. The Pfizer-MPP Agreement

On November 15, 2021, Pfizer signed a voluntary agreement with MPP (Pfizer-MPP Agreement) to allow its COVID-19 oral antiviral treatment candidate PF-07321332 to be made and sold inexpensively in ninety-five countries. 180 A study showed that candidate PF-07321332, also known as Paxlovid, “reduced risk of hospitalization or

death by 89%.”181 On December 22, 2021, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) granted Paxlovid an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) for the treatment of mild-to-moderate COVID-19 in certain adults and pediatric patients.182 There are two major parts in the Pfizer-MPP Agreement: the first part lays out the rights and obligations for Pfizer and MPP; the second part in Exhibit D provides a sample agreement between MPP and a licensee.183

i. Coverage and Royalty

The license agreement between Pfizer and MPP covers “the treatment and/or prevention of COVID-19 caused by SARS-CoV-2.”184 If a new use of the medicine is discovered in the future, the agreement does not apply. This limitation is consistent with similar license agreements that MPP signed with other pharmaceutical companies in the past.185 The license that Pfizer grants to MPP is non-exclusive, which means that Pfizer expressly reserves all its rights under the patents.186 Therefore, Pfizer is free to grant additional licenses or distribute the products to a third party and “make, use, import, offer for sale and/or donate” the products on its own behalf.187 Licensees must refrain from infringing or misappropriating Pfizer’s patents, know-how, confidential information, and other IP rights.188 In addition, the license is non-transferrable but sublicensable.189 Thus, MPP does not have a right to transfer the ownership to a third party. MPP has limited the regranting of the right to a licensee by one tier.190 In other words, a licensee is not permitted to re-sublicense the right to another party.191 Once receiving the grant of license from MPP, a licensee has the right to manufacture the licensed product at a facility within the territory
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authorized in this agreement.\textsuperscript{192} In addition, licensees have the right to commercialize, retail, register, sell, or import/export the licensed product by itself or through its affiliates for the defined use and within the authorized territory.\textsuperscript{193}

The territory that Pfizer agrees to grant licenses in consists of ninety-five countries, twenty-nine of which are low-income countries based on the World Bank’s classification.\textsuperscript{194} The rest are low-middle-income countries and upper-middle-income countries. Pfizer does not charge royalties for any sale of the licensed products in the low-income countries.\textsuperscript{195} If the sale takes place in a territory other than low-income countries, Pfizer charges five percent of aggregate net sales of the licensed product sold to a government authority or public purchaser under either of the two conditions: (1) a valid patent claim exists in the country of manufacture and/or sale of the licensed product, or (2) regulatory exclusivity\textsuperscript{196} exists for a such licensed product in the country.\textsuperscript{197} Subject to the same conditions stated above, Pfizer charges ten percent of aggregate net sales of the licensed products sold to a commercial entity.\textsuperscript{198} However, Pfizer does not charge a royalty during the public health emergency of international concern for the COVID-19 pandemic, as declared by the WHO.\textsuperscript{199}

\textit{ii. Outside the Territory}

While Pfizer designated ninety-five countries as covered by the agreement, it allows a licensee to export the licensed products outside the territory under limited circumstances. A licensee can export the products into a country, where the government has lawfully granted a compulsory license for the same products covered in this agreement. In doing so, the licensees must confine the marketing of the products exclusively restricted within the said country and refrain from infringing or misappropriating Pfizer’s IP rights.\textsuperscript{200} The licensees are not permitted to donate the licensed product outside the designated territory.
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Nothing in this Agreement or any Sublicense shall provide a right to [v]end,\textsuperscript{201} donate, distribute, offer for sale or otherwise sell the Compound, Product or Licensed Product outside the Territory for further offer for sale, sale, donation or distribution of the Compound, Product or Licensed Product outside or for use outside the Territory.\textsuperscript{202}

In this regard, the Pfizer Agreement is comparable with other licensing agreements that the MPP signed with other pharmaceutical companies.\textsuperscript{203} For example, the agreement between Gilead Sciences and MPP, the first voluntary licensing agreement between a private pharmaceutical company and MPP, permitted licensees to export the licensed products outside the designated territory under either of the two circumstances: (1) if the government of the importing country issued a compulsory license; or (2) the government of India, where the licensed manufacturers are solely designated in the agreement, issued a compulsory license under Art. 92A of the India Patents Act.\textsuperscript{204}

\textit{iii. Improvements}

If a licensee has made improvements on the licensed product,\textsuperscript{205} it must promptly notify Pfizer in English and without charge.\textsuperscript{206} The licensee acquires the sole ownership of the improvements, but it must grant to Pfizer, its affiliates, as well as MPP “a perpetual, irrevocable,
worldwide, non-exclusive, transferable, and fully paid license.” Pfizer and other grantees are free to grant their licensees the right to use, manufacture, commercialize, sell, or donate the improved products for the treatment and prevention of diseases caused by COVID-19. Without the consent of both Pfizer and the owner of the improvements, MPP has no right to grant the improvements to any third party or other licensees. Again, this “grant back” provision can also be found in previous agreements between pharmaceuticals and MPP. This clause is important both for the pharmaceutical company’s interests in the improvements and for consumers’ interests because the non-exclusive right to the improvements promotes competition.

iv. Anti-Corrupt Practices

The license agreement obligates MPP to conduct business based on applicable law and good business ethics. MPP officials or affiliates must refrain from holding official positions in the government, which have the authority to purchase the licensed Pfizer products. In addition, MPP must refrain from making payments to government officials or business representatives, where such payments violate any applicable law. Even if not in violation of the law, MPP must not make payments to government officials “for the purpose of influencing decisions or actions with regard to the subject matter of this agreement or any other aspect of MPP’s or Pfizer’s business.”

The agreement defines “bribes” as:

Offering, promising, or giving a financial or other advantage to another person where (a) it is intended to bring about the improper performance of a relevant function or activity, or to reward such “improper performance” (as that term is used in the [Federal Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)]; or (b) acceptance of the advantage offered promised or given in itself constitutes improper performance of a relevant function or activity.
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MPP is obligated to maintain proper and accurate accounts to record all payments and expenses.\textsuperscript{217} It must also maintain an internal control mechanism to prevent, detect, report, and deter violation of the accounting rules.\textsuperscript{218} Pfizer has the right to hire an independent accounting firm to audit the MPP’s accounts once in any twelve-month period. If there is evidence of irregularities, Pfizer may conduct the audit more frequently. In doing so, Pfizer needs to give MPP a reasonable notice, and MPP must assist with Pfizer’s auditing process.\textsuperscript{219} If the audit reveals that MPP has breached any provision in Section 4.9, Pfizer may provide MPP with a written notice of its intent to terminate the agreement.\textsuperscript{220} In the event that Pfizer and MPP cannot reach consensus to resolve irregularities, Pfizer has the sole right to terminate the agreement.\textsuperscript{221} MPP must indemnify Pfizer of any loss as a result of MPP’s breach of Section 4.9 of the agreement and hold Pfizer and its affiliates “harmless from and against any and all liabilities.”\textsuperscript{222}

The TRIPS Agreement does not address any issues of corrupt practices in the process of technical transactions.\textsuperscript{223} However, the omission in the TRIPS Agreement does not mean that the issue of corruption can be ignored. Section 4.9 of the Pfizer and MPP license agreement shows how the pharmaceutical giant was concerned about corrupt practices in the developing countries. These concerns are warranted because other multinational pharmaceutical companies have been subject to substantial fines for corrupt practices in developing countries.\textsuperscript{224} Several prominent pharmaceutical companies that are currently taking the leading role in fighting the COVID-19 pandemic have a history of facing charges under the FCPA for bribing health officials and health providers to gain market access in other countries.\textsuperscript{225} For example, on August 7, 2012, the Securities and Exchange Commission
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Commission (SEC) alleged that Pfizer’s subsidiaries bribed officials in Bulgaria, China, Croatia, Czech Republic, Italy, Kazakhstan, Russia, and Serbia to obtain regulatory and formulary approvals. In settling with the SEC, Pfizer agreed to pay a total of $26.3 million in disgorgement and prejudgment interests.226

v. Trademarks

Under the agreement, Pfizer prohibits MPP or its licensees from using Pfizer’s trademarks in connection with any sale, distribution, promotion, or marketing of the licensed products.227 A licensee must send a complete description of the trademark it proposes to use to MPP, which resubmits it to Pfizer for approval.228 Pfizer will not approve a proposed trademark if it is “identical or confusingly similar to any of Pfizer[’s] trademark[s].”229 MPP must ensure licensees do not use trade dress, packaging, or labeling that is the same as or similar to that of Pfizer’s in marking the licensed products.230 In addition, licensees must not give the impression that the licensed products are manufactured by Pfizer or in any way connected with Pfizer.231 Pfizer has the sole discretion to approve the proposed trademark, trade dress, 
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packaging, and labeling and then make a decision within thirty days.\textsuperscript{232} However, Pfizer has no liability if the proposed trademarks are the same or similar to those used by other licensees.\textsuperscript{233}

\textit{vi. Licensees and MPP Supervision}

Pfizer and MPP jointly administer the licensee application process, but Pfizer has the final say.\textsuperscript{234} A qualified licensee must possess the ability and readiness to develop, produce, and market the licensed products and meet all other requirements of the agreement.\textsuperscript{235} To obtain a license, an applicant must enter a license agreement with MPP based on Exhibit D, annexed in the Pfizer-MPP Agreement. MPP cannot unilaterally “amend, modify, supplement or otherwise alter the terms and conditions of the terms” in Exhibit D without Pfizer’s consent.\textsuperscript{236} Any deviation from the form in Exhibit D will make the sublicense “null and void and of no effect.”\textsuperscript{237} This requirement is to ensure that MPP will not grant a sublicense without going through the agreed process defined in the Pfizer-MPP Agreement. Furthermore, Pfizer has the ultimate right to approve each proposed licensee.\textsuperscript{238} Pfizer must make the final decision within thirty days after receiving the application. In certain circumstances, it may take forty-five days to make the decision. If Pfizer refuses to approve the sublicense, Pfizer and MPP must keep the reasons for the denial confidential.\textsuperscript{239}

One of the most important functions of MPP is to ensure that each licensee complies with the license agreement.\textsuperscript{240} Licensees are required to file reports with MPP every three months.\textsuperscript{241} MPP must review the reports with reasonable skill and care, and then decide whether the supplies of the licensed products comply with the terms of the sublicense. MPP notifies Pfizer of any discrepancies it found during the review.\textsuperscript{242} If MPP finds that a licensee has breached the licensing agreement, it must immediately notify Pfizer.\textsuperscript{243} If the breach is
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incurable, either MPP or Pfizer can terminate the sublicense agreement.244

In addition, MPP is obligated to submit to Pfizer a quarterly progress report documenting the development and testing of the licensed products, regulatory filing plans, anticipated market introduction dates, and other key information.245 In addition, MPP must ensure that licensees will assist Pfizer to meet any pharmacovigilance reporting responsibilities that Pfizer has under the applicable laws as a holder of EUA (Emergency Use Authorization). If MPP or the licensee finds any adverse reaction to the licensed products, MPP or the licensees is obligated to notify Pfizer within twenty-four hours and cooperate with Pfizer in meeting its legal duties under the applicable law.246

vii. Quality Control and No Diversion

Once the sublicense agreement becomes effective, the licensees take full control of the development, registration, importation, manufacturing, and marketing of the licensed products.247 Therefore, Pfizer only plays a limited supporting role at this stage. Upon the licensee’s request through MPP, Pfizer provides a discrete data package related to the licensed products on a confidential basis. It has the discretion to limit the contents of the package.248 The agreement does not require Pfizer to provide any technical support or assistance to the licensees.249

During the development process, the licensee may also conduct clinical trials or other studies with the licensed products.250 Pfizer retains the right to review the licensee’s “study design, specifications, protocol and related materials of any proposed studies.”251 Even if Pfizer approves the studies proposed by the licensee, it will not become a sponsor or hold regulatory responsibility unless otherwise specified in the agreement.252 Pfizer is not responsible for any liabilities incurred during the studies or trials conducted by the licensee. However, Pfizer may request to use the data free of charge in the same manner that it uses any improvements made by licensees.253
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In the manufacturing process, the licensee must comply either with the WHO prequalification standards or with the standards of the country where the manufacture is located. The licensee must observe all the laws and regulations in the jurisdiction, as well as standard manufacturing practices in the industry.\footnote{Id. at Exhibit D, §1.7 (“cGMP shall mean all applicable standard relating to current good manufacturing practices for fine chemical, intermediates, bulk products and/or finished pharmaceutical drugs, including (a) all applicable requirements detailed in the FDA’s current Good Manufacturing Practices regulations, 21 C.F.R. pts. 210, 211, (b) all applicable requirements detailed in the EMA’s “EU guidelines for Good Manufacturing Practice for Medicinal Products for Human and Veterinary Use,” and (c) all applicable laws promulgated by any Agency having jurisdiction over the manufacture of the applicable compound or pharmaceutical drug product, as applicable.”).}

Without either WHO prequalification or the government approval, the licensee is prohibited from marketing the licensed products.\footnote{Id. at Exhibit D, §3.6.} While the licensee is solely responsible for seeking regulatory approvals, Pfizer will facilitate the application process to the extent necessary.\footnote{Id.}

Like the TRIPS Agreement Article 31bis, the Pfizer-MPP Agreement sets forth measures to prevent market diversion.\footnote{Id. at Exhibit D, § 5.} Licensees are not permitted to market, distribute, or donate the licensed products outside the authorized territory except as expressly permitted in the agreement.\footnote{Id. at Exhibit D, § 5.1.} The prohibition includes when a licensee “knows, believes or ought reasonably to suspect” the licensed products will enter unauthorized territory where a non-territory patent exists.\footnote{Id.} To prevent licensees from facilitating infringement of Pfizer’s patent outside the authorized countries, licensees must expressly label the licensed products that they are made under a license from MPP and are prohibited from marketing in unauthorized territories. Licensees also need to make best efforts to ensure that the recipients of the licensed products will abide by the restrictions.\footnote{Id. at Exhibit D, § 5.2-5.3.}

\section*{B. Activist Shareholders’ Pressure}

Act of 1934, permits shareholders who have continuously held at least $2,000 in market value of the company’s securities for at least three years to submit a proposal to be included in the company’s proxy card.\footnote{262} The proposal must be 500 words or fewer.\footnote{263} The company can only exclude the shareholder’s proposal after consent from the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC).\footnote{264} By taking advantage of Rule 14a-8, Oxfam and other global health activists successfully placed their non-binding proposal on the proxy materials for Pfizer’s 2022 annual meeting of shareholders.\footnote{265} Regardless of the legal effects, the ramifications from the appearance of the proposal in the meeting’s minutes substantially increased the internal pressure from within Pfizer forcing it to act.\footnote{266}

RESOLVED that shareholders of Pfizer ask the Board of Directors to commission a third-party report to shareholders, at reasonable expense and omitting confidential and proprietary information, analyzing the feasibility of promptly transferring intellectual property and technical knowledge (“know-how”) to facilitate the production of COVID-19 vaccine doses by additional qualified manufacturers located in low- and middle-income countries, as defined by the World Bank.\footnote{267}

Oxfam’s supporting statement emphasized that herd immunity through vaccination was the key to end the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the inequitable distribution and access to effective vaccines remained as a hurdle. The vaccine inequity could incur a two-trillion-dollar loss to the global economy and potentially cause social instabil-
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city. Pfizer’s efforts to contribute to COVAX at a “not-for-profit” price was insufficient to meet the global demand. The ultimate solution was to transfer the IP rights to low- and middle-income countries. In response to Pfizer’s argument that it was not efficient nor effective to transfer vaccine technology to low- and middle-income countries, Oxfam cited Moderna’s transfer of its technology to Swiss manufacturer Lonza, which began producing Moderna’s mRNA vaccine within six months. It also cited the support from various government officials and prominent scholars throughout the world for pressuring Pfizer and other pharmaceutical companies to share their IP rights for COVID-19 vaccines.

Pfizer requested that the SEC exclude the proposal from the company’s proxy materials for the upcoming annual meeting of security holders. Departing from its long-held deferential approach, the SEC denied Pfizer’s request without explanation. As a result, Oxfam’s proposal appeared in item number six in Pfizer’s Proxy Statement. Pfizer’s Board of Directors recommended a vote against the proposal. Regardless of the results, Oxfam has succeeded in commanding the attention of the public. Had Pfizer not realized the impact of Oxfam’s activism, it would not have petitioned the SEC to

268. SEC Response, supra note 267, Exhibit A.
269. Id.
270. Id.
271. Id.
272. Id.
274. In 2016, SEC permitted Pfizer’s request to exclude a proposal which asked the company to prevent the sale of medicines used in executions to prisons. It agreed that the proposal was related to the sale or distribution of the Pfizer’s products, an essential part of the management. Similarly, the SEC permitted Verizon Communications Inc. to remove shareholder proposals that were related to the company’s products and services. In another case, the SEC allowed Walt Disney Co. to remove a proposal that requested the company’s board to approve the release of a specific film on Blu-ray. The SEC agreed that the proposal was related to the products and services offered for sale by the company. Likewise, the SEC agreed with Abbott Laboratories that “a proposal requesting a review of the economic effects of the HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria pandemics on the company’s business and initiatives” was related to ordinary business under 14a-8(i)(7). Thus, it permitted Abbott to exclude the proposal from the proxy materials. See Pfizer’s Petition, supra note 273.
275. SEC Response, supra note 267.
277. Id. at 82.
Before signing the agreement with MPP, Pfizer was under pressure from various fronts: India and South Africa had requested to waive IP rights on COVID-19 vaccines, which was a position supported by the Biden Administration. Public health experts were frustrated over the lack of COVID vaccines and treatments in low-income countries. Bolivia and other countries threatened to initiate the compulsory licensing process over the patents on COVID-19 vaccines and drugs. Oxfam’s activism during Pfizer’s shareholder meeting may have been the crucial force that nudged the pharmaceutical giant to overcome its reluctance to share its patents—the last straw that broke the camel’s back. Between compulsory methods and voluntary agreement, Pfizer chose the latter. The Pfizer-MPP Agreement offers the right balance between low-income countries’ access to critical medicines for fighting the pandemic and the pharmaceutical’s desire to protect its IP rights. Without either external or internal forces, the Pfizer-MPP agreement would not have been possible.

III.

COMPULSORY LICENSING V. VOLUNTARY LICENSING

To achieve equitable global access to COVID-19 vaccines and therapeutics, there are at least two means to the end: (1) compulsory licensing based on Article 31 and Article 31bis of the TRIPS Agreement or (2) voluntary licensing through MPP on a not-for-profit basis. Which type of licensing is more conducive to innovation and equitable access to lifesaving medicines in low- and middle-income countries?

First, voluntary licensing through MPP offers stronger protection of the right-holder’s incentive to innovate because the holder has a choice to determine the coverage and terms of the license agreement. Despite the moderate economic return, the right-holder obtains intangible social benefits, such as being perceived as a responsible corporate citizen. Compulsory licensing, however, is akin to takings in property law, where a condemnee is often perceived as a selfish holdout. In addition, the right-holder has no bargaining power over the
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279. For the sake of simplicity, waivers are regarded as compulsory licensing here.
value of compensation in the context of compulsory licensing.\textsuperscript{280} Despite Article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement ensuring the right to judicial review for the right-holder, not every low-income country has an independent judiciary. In fact, in a country where judges are beholden to the government, ruling against the government is nearly impossible.

Second, voluntary licensing promotes compliance with the quality and safety of licensed products. Even though MPP appoints licensees, the right-holder makes the final decision to approve or reject the candidates. Through the review process, the right-holder can evaluate the candidates’ manufacturing capacity, past experiences, reputation in the field, and other vital information. Even though the licensees market the products under their own trademarks, the public can still look to the right-holder’s reputation and expertise when choosing the licensed products. The quality and safety of licensed products will eventually affect the right-holder’s reputation and goodwill in the pharmaceutical industry. More importantly, the quality and safety of the licensed products are of direct concern to public health. Therefore, it is vital for the right-holder to collaborate with competent and reliable licensees. Under Article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement, however, the right-holder has no comparable capacity to have control over the government-appointed licensees.

Third, under a voluntary license, MPP requires licensees to notify the right-holder immediately if any improvements are made. MPP also requires that the licensees grant to the right-holder “a perpetual, irrevocable, worldwide, non-exclusive, transferable and fully paid-up license” to the improvements. Even though the licensees retain ownership over the improvements, the right-holder has unfettered authority to use the improvements. Under Article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement, there is no requirement for the government-appointed licensees to grant the right-holder license to utilize the improvements. The law does not even require licensees to notify the right-holder of any improvements made in the manufacturing process. Without the grant-back provision, the right-holder may face existential threats from the improvers within the term that the right-holder is entitled to the legal monopoly over its invention.\textsuperscript{281}

Fourth, voluntary licensing through MPP provides the right-holder greater power to prevent the diversion of licensed products.

\textsuperscript{280} See generally Thomas W. Merrill, \textit{The Economics of Public Use}, 72 \textit{Cornell L. Rev.} 61 (1986).

The commercial relationship with the licensees makes it possible for the right to demand how the licensed products are trademarked, labeled, and distributed. Through quarterly royalty reports, the holder can gain first-hand information about where the products are marketed and the likelihood of whether the licensed products could spill into unlicensed territories. In addition, MPP also monitors whether the licensees distribute the licensed products according to the agreement. Under Article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement, however, it is the government’s responsibility to prevent diversion. Like the judicial review provision, the right-holder must rely on a foreign government alone to safeguard the holder’s economic interests. Without close ties to the government-appointed licensees, the right-holder has no direct information about whether the products would be in direct competition with the holder’s products.

Fifth, in terms of access, voluntary licensing through MPP is no less capable of providing pharmaceutical products to the developing world than compulsory licensing. As a non-profit foundation, MPP’s mission is to provide access to more affordable medicines to low- and middle-income countries. It is against the MPP’s mission if the licensing agreement is substantially limited in scope. The Pfizer-MPP Agreement covered ninety-five countries, of which twenty-nine low-income countries could receive the licensed products royalty-free. Similarly, the Gilead-MPP Agreement also had wide coverage. Under Article 31 and 31bis of the TRIPS Agreement, it is up to an individual country to grant compulsory licenses. If the country has no manufacturing capacity, it needs to rely on manufacturing in the exporting country. The administrative complexity at the national level could be “bureaucratic, uncertain and/or time consuming.”

In the Rwanda-Canada compulsory licensing case, it took fifteen months for Rwanda to receive the licensed products.

CONCLUSION

Despite its numerous advantages, voluntary licensing through the MPP alone cannot meet the demand for COVID-19 vaccines and treatments in low- and middle-income countries. The threat of compulsory licensing makes rights-holders more likely to share their cutting-edge technologies with the MPP on a not-for-profit basis. In addition, pres-
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sure from activist shareholders may also play a part in persuading rights-holders to take a more active role in safeguarding world health. Only the combined forces of TRIPS, MPP, and socially responsible pharmaceutical companies will provide the world with a solution to widespread health problems while preserving the delicate balance between innovation and equitable access.